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donning a costume to come up with a
character is a lot of fun and a great game and
good way to make characters, but it can be a
drain on your creativity too. there are plenty of
costumes out there that look good. the fun
part is getting your creative juices flowing and
coming up with the concept. im no costume
designer, but i made an effort to provide a few
suggestions to get you started. what do you
do? lets start with a simple question. what is
the thing that you do best? the imaginative,
mathy, hair-flower, party pooper, or the wise
old man? how about vampy glam girl or tough
truant? or, the sweetheart or busty biker babe?
make a list of everything you can think of. you
can pick up a big list on pinterest or on tumblr
where people post their ideas for themes for a
costume party. pick a few. some sites also
provide lists of costumes. its fun to see what
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people pick. here are a few that i found that
provide examples of each character type. neon
purple is also a popular color that pairs well
with neon green. unlike the other colors that
complement it, this shade has a distinct vibe,
and for that reason, it might be too powerful
for a traditional background. it is a good
addition to a story that involves a neon factor,
or people who work in this industry. try to
avoid using these colors for backgrounds if
possible. they can be used in moderation for
other objects instead. an additional way to find
color harmony is by using the method
employed by color experts. they take a series
of colors and measure the perceived
brightness of each, subtracting one another
until the first light bulb goes on and a tinting
solution presents itself. if you approach this
method with a critical eye, you can add much
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greater accuracy to your chances of success.
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